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Homeless camp
residents evicted
Santa Rosa officials clear lot — but many don’t know where to go

Impasse
declared
in labor
talks
SR’s 1st negotiations with
union firefighters since
wildfires stall over pay
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Santa Rosa has declared an
impasse in its lengthy contract
negotiations with the city’s 121
unionized firefighters, saying its
last offer is fair and its post-fire
budget picture too uncertain to
justify more generous raises.
The union on Thursday expressed disappointment at the
declaration, and blasted the city
for wasting money on what it
painted as an anti-public safety
outside law firm with a financial
incentive to drag out negotiations.
The acrimony was a marked
departure from the historically
cozy labor relations the city has
enjoyed with its firefighters.
The city is offering firefighters — whose salaries averaged
$156,000 last year — a two-year
deal of 3.5 percent raises each
year, a $1,000 signing bonus and
other pay enhancements.
“We believe the package is
fair and in line with the contract
agreements reached with our
TURN TO IMPASSE » PAGE A2
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Homeless camp residents Ella Want, left, and Ikedia Jones, above right, cry Thursday as they talk with police and social workers about their
housing options while the eviction process goes on behind the Dollar Tree in Santa Rosa.
BY MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Construction workers in small Bobcat loaders
maneuvered between tents and piles of debris
at the large homeless encampment in Roseland
Thursday, part of a planned eviction that affected up to 75 remaining residents at the Sebastopol
Road site in southwest Santa Rosa.
Carpets, wooden pallets, cinder blocks and belongings left behind were hauled away after 8 a.m.,
when homeless advocates and members of the
Santa Rosa fire and poONLINE
lice departments conTo see more photos and a video verged to begin clearfrom Thursday’s eviction, visit ing out the people still
occupying the camp.
pressdemocrat.com.
Established on county
land in late 2015, the camp behind the Dollar Tree
store at its peak was home to as many as 140 people.
“To get back on your feet out here is, it’s not
easy,” said Amanda Friedman, 38, who with her
husband had been living in the camp for about
four months. “It’s definitely doable, but it’s not an
easy feat out here, to go from homeless to being in
a place, especially as a couple.”
Friedman sat along the nearby Joe Rodota Trail
with the couple’s possessions stored in black plastic bags, bins and milk crates. Her 1-year-old pit
TURN TO CAMP » PAGE A10

Comey
memos
released
By ELLEN NAKASHIMA
AND DEVLIN BARRETT
WASHINGTON POST

Members of a supervised adult crew with the Sonoma County Probation Department
clear debris Thursday from the Roseland homeless encampment.

“It’s been a terrible challenge. Where can they go?
What are they supposed to do?”

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump expressed deep
concerns about the judgment
of his national security adviser Michael Flynn weeks before
forcing him to resign, according
to memos kept by former FBI
Director James Comey that recount in detail efforts by Trump
to influence the bureau’s expanding investigation of Russia.
The memos also reveal the extent of Trump’s preoccupation
with unproven allegations that
he had consorted with prostitutes while in Moscow in 2013.
Trump, according to the memos, repeatedly denied the allegations and prodded Comey to

KATHLEEN FINNEGAN, a member of Homeless Action
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North Korea drops troop demand, but US is wary
Analysts see risk if South
Korea signs peace treaty
before Kim denuclearizes
By MARK LANDLER
AND CHOE SANG-HUN
NEW YORK TIMES

KEY WEST, Florida — North
Korea has dropped its demand
that U.S. troops be removed from
South Korea as a condition for
giving up its nuclear weapons,
South Korea’s president said
Thursday in presenting the idea
to the United States.
President Moon Jae-in por-
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trayed the proposal as a concession on the eve of talks involving
the two Koreas and the United States. The North has long
demanded that the 28,500 U.S.
troops be withdrawn, citing their
presence as a pretext to justify its
pursuit of nuclear weapons.
But in Washington, the Trump
administration privately dismissed the idea that it was a capitulation by the North because
a U.S. withdrawal from the South
was never on the table. Mike
Pompeo, the CIA director whom
President Donald Trump secretly
sent to Pyongyang two weeks ago
to meet Kim Jong Un, the North
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Korean leader, did not ask him to
take such a step, senior officials
said.
The move could increase pressure on the United States to support negotiations between North
and South Korea on a peace treaty that would end the Korean War.
While Trump gave those talks his
blessing this week, officials said
his ultimate goal is to force North
Korea to relinquish its nuclear
program. A peace treaty, they
said, should be signed only after
the North has given up its weapons.
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Two South Korean soldiers, center and left, and a U.S. soldier stand
at the village of Panmunjom in the Demilitarized Zone, South Korea.

A SHOWDOWN AHEAD: Disputed plan to log
miles of Gualala River floodplain moves
ahead, but activists are fighting back / A3
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